Channel Islands National Park - Resources Management Plan
Project Number: CfflS RM-23
(#1 Priority Unfunded Project in Approved RMP)
Project Title:

Long-term monitoring of natural resources at Channel Islands
National Park

Problem Statement:
The National Park Service must know resource conditions on a continuing basis in
order to protect the nationally significant values of Channel Islands National Park. This
knowledge of resource conditions is also required by Federal law (16 USC 1, NEPA 1969,
FRRRPA 1974 & 1976, et al.) and by NPS policy. The Overview and Needs section of the
Resources Management Plan prominently cites the legal and policy mandates for a long-term
ecosystem monitoring program and places considerable importance on this effort. The
project is ranked as the park's number one priority unfunded natural resource project. The
natural resources of this park are extremely dynamic and greatly influenced by human
activities. Some 17 million people live within 200 miles of the park. Air and water
pollution from adjacent metropolitan and industrial developments, fishery harvests, and alien
species introduced with ranching all degrade the structure and function of native plant and
animal communities upon which major values of the park depend.
Recent surveys of park islands show that terrestrial systems are now more
deteriorated than when the park was established in 1980. The island flora has been altered
by invasions of alien plants. Aliens comprise about 25% of the island plants and cover 67%
of the land surface in the park. Consequently, native species, even those not normally rare,
exist in greatly restricted populations which threaten their survival and natural genetic
diversity. Alien grazing animals dominate ecological conditions on Santa Rosa and Santa
Cruz islands, where they disrupt and degrade native ecosystems.
Entire marine communities are severely degraded and economically important
populations, such as abalones, have recently collapsed. The extirpation of the Southern Sea
Otter from the park has also significantly altered nearshore marine systems. Fishery harvest,
other consumptive uses, and natural events continue to affect marine resources within the
park.
In addition to these pervasive human effects, global forces, such as El Nino
oceanographic events and long-term drought, also drive these systems. The mixture of
human and natural influences confounds understanding of system dynamics and makes
management decisions uncertain at best. A reliable understanding of long-term dynamics is
essential for management and protection of the park.
An ecological monitoring program to provide that understanding, reduce the
uncertainty, and guide efforts to restore altered systems has been designed, but not yet fully
implemented (see attached 1990 Status Report). Published species inventories are complete
enough to begin monitoring immediately, but park staff and funding are not sufficient to
implement existing protocols.
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Description of the Recommended Project or Activity:
This proposed program will implement existing monitoring protocols for marine and
terrestrial resources, and it will apply the results of monitoring through an integrated
information management system.
Program Readiness
A comprehensive program of resources monitoring to define and assess ecosystem
conditions has been designed for Channel Islands National Park (see attached 1990 Status
Report for detailed program objectives, design rationale, and component selection). The
program will also guide restoration of altered ecosystems, evaluate pollution effects, and help
devise long-term resource management strategies to mitigate impacts of human activities on
park resources. A system for monitoring population dynamics of index taxa was developed
using a Delphi technique with rating criteria, based on expert opinions of more than 100
university professors and research scientists from State and Federal agencies and
environmental consulting firms. Selection criteria assured a representative sample of taxa
within 15 major system components: including a broad array of ecological roles, common
species that characterize entire communities, species with special legal status, park endemics
and aliens, harvested species, and taxa of special concern to the public ("heroic" or
"charismatic" species). The results of these design considerations were published in a series
of 12 monitoring protocol handbooks (available from NTIS) and summarized in a peer
reviewed paper (Davis, G.E. 1988. Natural Areas J. 9(2):80-89).
Monitoring Design
Nearly 500 species, of the 2,000 known from the park, were tested for long-term
monitoring. Most of the potential index species were insects (200) or terrestrial plants (156).
The remainder were marine invertebrates (41), birds (23), marine algae (16), fishes (15), or
mammals, reptiles and amphibians (12). Population parameters to be monitored include
abundance, distribution, age structure, reproductive effort, recruitment, growth rate,
mortality rate, and phenology. A local area network (LAN) of microcomputers and a
geographic information system (GIS) were established to manage monitoring data.
Scientific Credibility
The NPS has invested nearly $2 million in direct costs with university and agency
scientists to design the Channel Island NP monitoring program. The park is organized with
an independent division of resources management, headed by a GS-025-12 Chief, with a GS401-11 marine biologist, a GS-401-9 seabird biologist, and 1.7 FTE temporary biologists
(GS-401/404-5/7) committed full-time to monitoring activities (see attached Proposed Science
Organization Chart). With this small staff, the park has created a highly respected marine
monitoring program. Resource monitoring accounts for 70% of the existing resource
management budget and work force. Two NPS research-grade scientists (GM-482/40113/14) are assigned to the park from the University of California, Davis, CPSU. They are
available to assist in implementing protocols, evaluating results, and modifying protocols as
new techniques arise and new information warrants.
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Park Infrastructure
As a new park, Channel Islands does not have much flexibility in its infrastructure to support
new programs, no matter how important they may be. Nevertheless, park support for
science is generous. The park science program (both resources management and research
occupies 410 sq. ft. of office and 300 sq. ft. of GIS/LAN work space in headquarters, 2,000
sq. ft. of temporary office space (2 trailers) in the headquarters parking lot, and 500 sq. ft.
of storage. The park library (which doubles as the park's only conference room) contains
about 2,500 volumes and 4,500 scientific reprints and occupies 300 sq. ft. Major university
libraries are also readily available to the park staff.
Transportation of personnel and material to offshore islands and ship-based operations
in park waters are difficult and expensive. The park maintains a fleet of five vessels at
headquarters, ranging from 18 ft. to 57 ft.. The boats are shared by the science program on
an "as available basis" with other park operations. Aircraft are chartered on a flight-byflight basis from several local commercial firms under OAS contract. Administrative support
for budget, finance, personnel, procurement, property management, mail, files, and travel is
provided proportionally for the science program. Currently, natural resources personnel
constitute approximately 15 % of the park staff. The park contributes logistic and
administrative support equal to 33% of salaries for the science program.
Servicewide Applicability
The already designed Channel Islands NP monitoring program can serve as a model
for a wide variety of parks. The marine portion of the program has broad applicability to
other coastal parks, and the terrestrial protocols may be emulated in many grass and
woodland ecosystems. The population dynamics approach to assessing ecosystem health,
projecting future resource conditions, and evaluating management actions is not restricted to
a single ecosystem or biome. For example, the methodology used to monitor kelp forests
can be applied equally well to coral reefs with only minor modifications. The Channel
Islands rocky intertidal monitoring protocol is currently being implemented with minor site
specific modifications at Golden Gate NRA and Cabrillo NM, and was used to guide local
development of a monitoring protocol at Olympic NP. The Channel Islands land bird
protocol was adapted successfully to Apostle Island NLS. Other agencies (U.S. Dept.
Defense, California Dept. Fish & Game) have also adapted the Channel Islands protocols to
other locations. In addition to NTIS distribution, more than 400 copies of the protocols have
been requested and sent to interested agencies world-wide including 185 copies to NPS areas
(see 1990 status report, Table 5)
Data Analysis
Information management is the heart of the Channel Islands NP science program, and
is the key to timely and appropriate application of monitoring results to management issues.
The designed information management component of the monitoring program is described in
detail by T.E. Reynales (1991) in the Proceedings of Resource Technology 90, pgs. 359-368,
published by the American Society of Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing. Briefly, it
provides administrative oversight of LAN operations and database management, statistical
advise for experimental design and analysis, and GIS operations. Each monitoring protocol
provides instructions on data management, quality assurance and quality control. The
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information management program also produces technical reports and typescripts for
professional publications, provides library services, and supervises curatorial activities for
natural history materials.
Geographic Information System
A Geographic Information System is in place at the park with the following hardware
and software:
Hardware

Software

Compaq 386/25 w/ 300 meg HD
Compaq VGA Color Graphics Monitor
Mitsubishi Color Display Monitor
Epson FX-100 Dot matrix printer
9 track tape drive
Tectronics 4693 DX Color Printer
CalComp 1044 large format plotter
CalComp 91602 digitizing tablet
Microsoft Mouse

Erdas Version 7.4
Tablet Digitizing Module
Topographic Module
3-D Module
Image Processing Module
Data Conversion Module
Tapes Module
Raster GIS Modeling Module
Hardcopy module

This GIS produced maps of vegetation and rare plants for scientific publications and
the Santa Rosa Island Development Concept Plan. Thematic data layers exist for vegetation,
topography, bathymetry, and the population dynamics of pinnipeds, seabirds, rocky intertidal
communities, kelp forests, and fisheries. Additional themes are planned for soils, hydrology,
oceanography, and populations of land birds and other vertebrates.
A statistician will head the Information Management portion of the Program. In
addition to providing advice on experimental design and data analysis, the statistician will
also supervise LAN, database, GIS, publications, library and curatorial services. LAN,
database, and GIS operations will be conducted by an NPS Computer Specialist. Agreements
with nearby universities and museums, contracts with local commercial vendors, and with
volunteers. The park's natural resources monitoring program will produce large volumes of
data on population dynamics and environmental parameters. Data from research and
resources management projects are currently administered on a LAN by individual
investigators.
A database administrator is needed to facilitate secure data archiving, exchange with
other investigators, and to keep the system current and operational. The park's embryonic
GIS needs to be completed and expanded to meed the needs of the designed monitoring
program. A GIS specialist is needed to build a basic system of generic themes, to facilitate
analysis of monitoring data, and to maintain the system.
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Relationships:
Throughout the design phase of the monitoring program, and during the limited
implementation of marine resource monitoring, strong linkages were forged and maintained
with an extensive network of public agencies, universities, and private institutions. Research
scientists from the National Marine Fisheries Service designed the pinniped monitoring
protocol and currently conduct the monitoring using their agency's funds. The Marine
Sanctuaries Office of NOAA (U.S. Dept. Commerce) partially funded the park's design
studies for seabirds, rocky intertidal community, kelp forests, and data management, and
continues with an active involvement and support for a variety of monitoring activities.
Scientists from the Point Reyes Bird Observatory monitor snowy plover populations, in
accordance with the park's protocol, at their own expense. The California Department of
Fish & Game played an important role in the monitoring design studies, and currently
provides over 50 person-days a year for actual monitoring of marine resources with
additional support for oversight and research planning activities. A steering committee of 68 scientists, chaired by the park's Research Marine Biologist, reviews marine monitoring
activities three times a year. More than 200 marine scientists from universities, agencies of
local, State, and Federal governments, and private institutions have participated in park
resources monitoring over the past ten years. The Santa Barbara Botanic Garden maintains
plant inventories and park botanical collections at no expense to the park. The park's
Research Biologist chairs a research coordinating committee representing all of the land
management agencies involved on the eight California Channel Islands. Similar relationships
are maintained with the following agencies and organizations and will be applied to the
implementation of existing monitoring protocols.
FEDERAL:

Man in the Biosphere Program (DOS)
Minerals Management Service (DOI)
national Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (DOC)
National Marine Fisheries Service (DOC)
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (DOI)
U.S. Forest Service (DOA)
U.S. Navy(DOD)

STATE/LOCAL:

California Native Plant Society
California Water Quality Control Board
California State University (7 campuses)
Los Angeles County Museum
Santa Ana Botanic Garden
University of California (5 Campuses)
Ventura County Air Pollution Control District
Ventura County Flood Control District

PRIVATE:

Hubbs Seaworld Institute
Point Reyes Bird Observatory
Tatman Foundation
The Nature Conservancy
Santa Barbara Botanic Garden
Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History
University of Southern California
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Funding Requirements:
Only some of the park's marine resources are currently monitored in accordance with
the designed protocols. Pinniped populations are monitored through a cooperative agreement
with the National Marine Fisheries Service. Kelp forests and rocky intertidal communities
are monitored by NPS resource managers in cooperation with marine biologists from the
California Department of Fish and Game and with the assistance of an organized cadre of
professional scientists and graduate students who volunteer over 200 work-days a year. Sea
bird populations are monitored by NPS resource managers with support from the California
Department of Fish & Game, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, the Point Reyes Bird
Observatory, and university staff and students.
Additional funding and staff are needed to implement protocols for terrestrial
vegetation, rare plants, land birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, terrestrial invertebrates,
sand beaches, coastal lagoons, fisheries, and weather.
Activity

Existing Program

Requested

Monitor Marine Ecosystems
[Includes protocols for Pinnipeds,
Seabirds, Kelp Forest, Rocky Intertidal
Communities, Sand Beaches, &
Fisheries]

166K 3.7 FTE

$ 94K 1.0 FTE

Monitor Terrestrial Ecosystems
[Includes protocols for Vegetation/Rare
Plants, Land Birds, Mammals, Reptiles,
Amphibians, Invertebrates, & Weather]

$ 0 0.0 FTE

$279K 3.0 FTE

Information Management
[includes LAN, Data Analysis,
Experimental Design, GIS,
Reports/Publications, & Library
Services]

$ 0 0.0 FTE

$249K 3.0 FTE

TOTAL (ONPS)

$166K 3.7 FTE

$622K 7.0 FTE

The philosophy underlying this staffing and budget request is to add leadership
positions to the park staff. Significant economies of scale will be realized by grouping
responsibility for several protocols with team leaders. This will reduce transportation and
other logistical expenses, while maximizing utilization of field time. Cooperative agreements
with universities and other public agencies, and contracts with private firms, will be used to
provide technical support and field personnel. Project leaders need to be members of the
park staff to coordinate volunteers, give direction to contractors, and provide effective liaison
with other park operations for logistic support.
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The proposed increases in staffing include a Terrestrial Biologist (GS-401-11) to
supervise all terrestrial monitoring, a Vegetation Biologist (GS-401-09) to conduct vegetation
and rare plant monitoring, a Wildlife Biologist (GS-401-09) to conduct terrestrial animal
monitoring (mammals, birds, reptiles, amphibians, insects, and mollusks), a Marine Biologist
(GS-401-09) to monitor sand beaches, coastal lagoons, and fisheries, a Database
Administrator (GS-401-12) to supervise information management operations and provide
statistical advice, a GIS Specialist (GS-401-09) to maintain the LAN and GIS, and a
Secretary to provide administrative support for a staff of 10.7 scientists and technicians.
Summary of Increased Staffing

Series/grade

Salary

Database Administrator
Terrestrial Ecologist
Biologist (Vegetation)
Secretary
GIS Specialist
Marine Biologist
Biologist (Wildlife)
Personnel Total

GS-401-12
GS-401-11
GS^Ol-09
GS-322-05
GS-401-09
GS-401-09
GS-401-09

53,910
44,978
37,260
24,535
37,260
37,260
37,260
272,463

The remaining funds will be used to provide:
Travel and Transportation (incl. GSA vehicles & in-park
flights)
Transportation of things
Rent &. Utilities
Printing and Reproduction
Professional Services (incl. aerial photos, equip, repair)
Services of Other Agencies (University MOA)
Supplies & Materials (incl. field sampling, SCUBA,
computer)

33,400
2,500
80,400
4,000
70,500
83,000
75,737

$622,000

Program Total

An ideal park monitoring program would also include components for:
• more detailed air quality information than is available from
the NPS network that currently relies on a mainland station in
Santa Monica NRA and the Ventura County station on Anacapa
Island,
• water resources information beyond the limited water quality
information that is available from NOAA Status and Trends and
the California Mussel Watch programs in marine waters, and
• oceanographic information from sub-SCUBA depths of the
park (>40 m depth).
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While information on these components of the park is important for
achieving the NPS mission, other agencies and NPS offices have significant
responsibilities to provide the information. Our long-term strategy is to
encourage those agencies to meet their responsibilities in the park.
However, all of the information acquired with the existing protocols is
required for the National Park Service to meet its legal obligations to :
• identify resource degradation from the most serious sources of
air and water pollution, fishery harvests, alien species, and
disturbance;
• guide effective management actions that will restore damaged
ecosystems; and
• develop long-term resource management strategies that will
mitigate consumptive and disruptive uses of park resources.
Annual Project Status and Accomplishments:
Publication of research results, monitoring information, and resource
management activities is vital for a credible science program. The park's
resources monitoring program generates a series of resource status reports
annually: each monitoring protocol defines an annual report of observations.
These reports serve to archive monitoring information for future use,
document management recommendations (including changes in monitoring
protocols), and locally disseminate information on the condition of park
resources. These reports are edited by two NPS research scientists, and
reviewed by an academic (or other agency) subject area scientist and an
editorial board composed of the park superintendent and supervisory staff for
resource management , field operations, and interpretation. Additional
technical reports and professional publications that analyze and interpret the
observations are produced ad hoc. The attached 1990 Status Report lists 34
publications and reports produced by the monitoring program through 1990.
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FY 92: Phase-in of I&M Program
In FY92 the park is receiving $320,000 (51%) of the total I&M
funding request. The park intends to fill 6 of the 7 proposed positions for an
average of 1/2 year each. Initially, four of the positions will be permanent
(Database Administrator, Terrestrial Biologist, Vegetation Biologist, and
Secretary) and two will be two-year term (Marine Biologist and GIS
Specialist). It is the park's intent to convert the term positions to permanent
when the remainder of the I&M funds become available. In FY92, the I&M
monies will support 0.25 FTE of a Range Conservationist GS-8. This position
will initiate vegetation monitoring on Santa Rosa Island. The Wildlife
Biologist will be hired in FY93.
Funds will be expended for the construction of housing/office space on Santa
Rosa Island and installation of a 2,100 square foot trailer for headquarters
office space. The park will upgrade the GIS workstation from a Compaq 386
to a Sun workstation and will acquire some basic digital data which is
currently lacking.
Summary of FY92 Increased Staffing

Series/grade

Salary

Database Administrator
Terrestrial Ecologist
Biologist (Vegetation)
Secretary
GIS Specialist
Marine Biologist
Range Conservationist
Personnel Total

GS-401-12
GS-401-11
GS-401-09
GS-322-05
GS-401-09
GS-401-09
GS-454-08

33,045
25,828
15,854
17,159
15,854
14,300
7,000
129,040

The remaining funds will be used to provide:
Travel and Transportation (incl. GSA vehicles & in-park
flights)
Transportation of things
Rent & Utilities (incl. construction, office furn.)
Printing and Reproduction
Professional Services (incl. aerial photos, equip, repair)
Services of Other Agencies (University MOA)
Supplies & Materials (incl. field sampling, SCUBA,
computer)

18,280
5,000
73,675
500
12,500
15,000
66,005

$320,000

Program Total

In the event that the remainder of the I&M funds are not forthcoming,
the park will terminate the wildlife and marine biologist positions and the
associated monitoring programs (terrestrial animals on some islands, sand
beaches, coastal lagoons, and fisheries). The $320,000 will be fully applied to
the remaining monitoring programs and information management.
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